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time At, assuming that the increase in velocity becomes constant at that point. Lay oil the horizontal line OP MN. Divide OP into as many equal parts as there are unequal parts in MN. These divisions may each represent J/. At m- erect the ordinate nin—rti\n\, and at o erect the ordinate op-'0\p(. Continue this construction throughout OP, and draw a curve through the upper extremities of the ordinates. Pig. 42, B, is a velocity diagram on a "time base." At () draw the tangent OT to the curve. If the increase in velocity we1 re uniform during the time interval represented by Om, the increment of velocity would be represented by mT. Therefore mT is proportional to the acceleration at the point (>, and may be laid oil as an ordinate of an acceleration diagram (Fig. .pC). Thus Qa mfl\ The divisions of QR are the same as those of MN ; i.e., they represent positions of the slider. This construction may be repealed for the other divisions of the curve B. Thus at n the tangent n7\ and horizontal nq are drawn, and qT\ is proportional to the acceleration at n, and is laid off as an ordinate be. of the acceleration diagram. To find the value in acceleration units of Qa, mT is read oil in velocity units Jv by the scale of ordinates of the velocity diagram. This value is divided by ^/, the time increment corresponding to ()m. The result
Jv
of this  division    ,      acceleration   at   A/   in   acceleration  units.
^/~the time of one stroke, or of one half revolution of the crank, divided by the number of divisions in OP, If the linear velocity of the center of the crank pin in feet per second, v, be repre-
sented by the length of the crank radius	a, then the scale
of velocities, or velocity in feet per second for i inch of ordinate,
v    nDN
a
is the number of revolutions per minute, and a is the crank radius measured on the figure.
I) is the actual diameter of the crank circle, N
J

